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HIGHLIGHTS

Sleeping on a real train!

Awesome Bonfires in the evening

Bachelor Pub with large screen TV 
(including DSTV)

Large lawn for sports and Farm Dam 
for cooling down in during Summer

NEED TO KNOW

Catered & Self-catering Packages

Check-in: 12:00

Bring own music system, towels, 
charcoal, wood and ice

Refundable breakages Deposit of 
R2,000

Tjoo tjoo! Time to steam off into the world of matrimony with an epic night of fun with your mates
at this awesome venue where you will actually be sleeping in an old train, complete with original
fittings and décor.

Situated in the peaceful Cullinan Conservancy, what could be a more perfect nostalgia setting for the
Groom’s last night of freedom then sleeping in a stationary train coach?

The Bachelor party venue is the “economy class” which consists of two coaches with five rooms
each. If any Oom’s are joining in the festivities, we’ll upgrade them to First Class so that they can get
some shut eye while the younger crowd party.

Tjop & Dop
on a Train
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With the big lawn, open sliding windows, fires and bar area with big screen TV, all functions have a
unique out of the ordinary feel to it! (Choice of Cash Bar or bring in all your own drinks).

For the brave, a range of fun adventure activities are available at the nearby Cullinan Adventure Zone!

PRICING:

Exclusive Use of Venue plus Lamb Spitbraai: R525pp 
(minimum of 15 gents). 

Exclusive use of Venue plus Potjie: R425pp 
(minimum of 15 gents). 

Self Catering and Breakfasts Quoted on Request 
(dependent on Peak/Off Peak season)

Day Visitors: Half the Package Rate (must depart by 23:00)
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